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USE, CARE & CLEANING STEPS
Thermofoil & Laminate Doors

These doors can be wiped with a clean, damp cloth. To
remove tough stains, use a soft cloth moistened with a
mild soap or cleanser. Fine, soft scrub pads can be used
without risk of damage if used gently.

Wood Doors, Panels
& Moldings

A soft, lint free cloth should be used to dust cabinets
frequently. The cloth can be slightly dampened with water
or a spray dust remover. Clean and dry spills immediately,
using a damp cloth if necessary and wipe dry with another
cloth.
Should you have grease build up on your wood products
we suggest using a damp cloth with mild soap or cleanser
to remove the build up. Any product used should be rinsed
off with a damp cloth. Dry thoroughly after cleansing as
excess moisture can be damaging to any wood finish.
Do not use any abrasive pad or cleanser on your cabinetry.
These products can damage the wood finish. Citrus oils,
paste wax or polishes that contain silicone can leave
a residue that is difficult to remove therefore we do not
recommend the use of these types of products.
Euro-Rite sells a “touch-up” kit for our stained doors to touch
up any nicks or scratches that can occur over time.

Glass Doors
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Clean cabinet windows carefully. Do not spray glass
cleaner directly onto glass as it can damage surrounding
surfaces and/or tarnish hardware. Spray cleaner directly
onto cloth, and then clean the glass.
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Cabinet Interiors

Clean interiors using a damp cloth and mild soap or
cleanser. Do not use excessive amounts of water. Water
can seep into the seams of the cabinet and cause the
material to swell or warp. Sink base and vanity cabinets
are the most likely to have some water damage. You
can protect the surface with a plastic liner or pan.

Heat and Humidity Damage

Ovens, ranges, cook tops, toasters, cooking pots and
other small appliances can produce large amounts of
heat and steam. Ensure these items are positioned so
that no heat or moisture becomes trapped under or
along side cabinetry, otherwise, you risk damage to your
doors, drawer faces and molding which is not covered
under warranty. You should shield or (we recommend)
remove any doors or drawer faces adjacent to a self
cleaning oven. The radiant heat can be extremely high
while cleaning and can damage or destroy cabinetry.

Sunlight and Aging

Direct and constant sunlight can fade or discolour
cabinets and doors. Excess smoke and chemicals can
also cause some materials to fade or vary from their
original colour. Beware of how much sunlight, smoke
and chemicals your cabinetry is exposed to. Cabinets or
accessories added on later may not match the original
cabinets installed. For the same reasons, display door
samples may not represent the exact colour of cabinets
received by the customer.

